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Abstract
Statistical agencies publish aggregate estimates of various features of the distribu-
tions of several socio-demographic quantities of interest based on data obtained from a
survey. Often these area-level estimates are tabulated at small geographies, but detailed
distributional information is not necessarily available at such a fine scale geography due
to data quality and/or disclosure limitations. We propose a model-based method to
interpolate the disseminated estimates for a given variable of interest that improves on
previous approaches by simultaneously allowing for the use of more types of estimates,
incorporating the standard error of the estimates into the estimation process, and by
providing uncertainty quantification so that, for example, interval estimates can be
obtained for quantities of interest. Our motivating example uses the disseminated tab-
ulations and PUMS from the American Community Survey to estimate U.S. Census
tract-level income distributions and statistics associated with these distributions.
Keywords: Bayesian methods, Density estimation, Functional data, Multi-scale model, Small
area estimation.
2
1 INTRODUCTION
The trade-off between spatial and distributional detail is ever-present in official statistics
(e.g., U.S. Census Bureau, 2017a, Section 2). Statistical agencies cannot publish observa-
tions from a sample survey that are geocoded with the precise location of each household
without risking disclosure of the surveyed individuals. Instead, they only release obser-
vations geocoded at a coarse-scale geography, typically called Public-Use Microdata Areas
(PUMAs). At a fine-scale geography, such as the county-level, statistical agencies compro-
mise by only releasing estimates of specific features of the distribution of a given variable
(e.g., U.S. Census Bureau, 2017b, Section 2). Often a data user is interested in a feature
of the distribution of some variable at a specific geography for which there is no published
estimate. We propose a framework to overcome this trade-off in order to obtain estimates
of any feature of a variable’s distribution at a fine-scale geography. This problem commonly
arises when a data user is interested in income distributions, so we construct a model in this
framework in order to estimate unobserved features of income distributions using Ameri-
can Community Survey (ACS) data published by the U.S. Census Bureau, but the general
structure of the problem arises from other variables and data products published by official
statistical agencies.
Typically, statistical agencies make available many bin estimates of income (and other
variables); i.e., estimates of the proportion or number of households in a given areal unit
with an income in a small number of income bins. For example, Table F in Appendix F
of the Supplementary Materials contains 2015 ACS 5-year period bin estimates for several
Census tracts in Boone County, MO. Sociologists and economists are interested in various
measures of income inequality and segregation by income, and often develop ways to convert
the bin estimates into estimates of their desired measures (e.g. Nielsen and Alderson, 1997).
The most commonly used measure of income inequality is the Gini coefficient, which
ranges from zero to one, with zero indicating perfect equality, and one indicating maximum
inequality. Estimates of Gini coefficients are available at a wide variety of geographies from
the ACS, but the first ACS release was in 2005, and indeed they are often not available from
other surveys or other statistical agencies. To remedy this, many authors use a method called
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the “Pareto-linear procedure” (PRLN) to construct an estimate of the Gini coefficient, e.g.,
Jargowsky (1996); Nielsen and Alderson (1997); Hipp (2007a,b); Moller et al. (2009); Hipp
et al. (2013); Braithwaite (2015), among others. PRLN assumes that income is uniformly
distributed within bins which include or are below the median, and Pareto distributed in bins
above the median, with some exceptions to handle special cases. This yields an estimate of
the distribution of income and in turn can be used to estimate the Gini coefficient and other
features of the income distribution. The methodology is well-established, and is effective
for income distributions (Miller, 1966; Aigner and Goldberger, 1970; Kakwani and Podder,
1976; Spiers, 1977; Henson and Welniak, 1980; Welniak, 1988).
Estimates of many other measures of income inequality and segregation by income are
not typically made publicly available by statistical agencies, and several methods are used to
construct desired estimates using the bin estimates (Kennedy et al., 1996; Jargowsky, 1996;
Mayer et al., 2001; Hardman and Ioannides, 2004; Watson, 2009; Reardon, 2011; Reardon
and Bischoff, 2011). Many of these approaches only use bin estimates, and fail to take
into account the standard errors of any of the estimates they use – including PRLN. This
potentially biases their estimates of Gini coefficients or other quantities.
We develop a latent density estimation approach which is able to take into account
multiple diverse types of estimates associated with a given distribution, and naturally takes
into account the inherent uncertainty associated with the estimates used by the model.
These estimates are estimates of functionals of the latent tract-level income distributions,
so our model borrows elements from functional data analysis (FDA) – see e.g., Ramsay
and Silverman (2005), Ferraty and Vieu (2006), and Kokoszka and Reimherr (2017) for
overviews. However, our case differs from the usual FDA case because the latent functions
we are trying to estimate are probability distribution functions (PDFs), or equivalently any
function which uniquely determines the latent probability distribution such as a cumulative
distribution function (CDF) or quantile function. This puts constraints on the latent function
that are not typical for FDA, and necessarily implies a different modeling strategy.
Similarly, our approach is also related to the literature on density estimation. The most
popular approach is kernel density estimation (e.g. Scott, 2015), but this approach does not
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directly apply to our setting since we do not have observations drawn from the distribution
of interest. Another approach is log splines (Kooperberg and Stone, 1992; Stone et al.,
1994), which is subject to the same criticism for our case. In essence, however, our model is
fundamentally inspired by PRLN and can be motivated from that perspective.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the ACS
as well as motivate and describe our two models – a tract-level model and a nested model
including PUMA-level observations, connecting them to PRLN. In Section 3 we compare
our tract-level model to PRLN in a simulation study by repeatedly sampling from a fixed
synthetic population and fitting both models to each sample. We then fit both of our
models as well as PRLN to the ACS and PUMS data in Section 4 and compare model-based
estimates to held-out direct estimates of various features of the income distributions. Finally,
in Section 5, we discuss our results and conclude. Supplementary material includes several
appendices referenced in the paper.
2 AMERICAN COMMUNITY SURVEY AND MODEL
MOTIVATION
The U.S. Census Bureau administers the ACS to produce a variety of annually released
data products used by public and private institutions. There are two main types of data
products. First, ACS estimates of various quantities are tabulated and published for several
geographies, including Census tracts, counties, states, and national. Second, raw data files
in the form of Public-Use Microdata Samples (PUMS) are released to the public. The
PUMS are organized into PUMAs, and they contain a weighted sample of households and
of residents living in each PUMA; more detailed location information about these residents
and households is not available due to disclosure limitations. Each PUMA is designed to
contain around 100, 000 people, and Census tracts are nested within PUMAs.
The PUMS sample in a given PUMA for a given period is a subset of the full ACS sample
for that same area and period, and the sample weights in the PUMS are not the same as
the weights used to construct the ACS estimates (U.S. Census Bureau, 2017b). Both the
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ACS estimates and PUMS are currently published based on one and five years of the survey,
known as 1-year and 5-year period estimates and PUMS, respectively. Though areal units
with less than 65,000 people only have published 5-year period estimates, in previous years
areal units with at least 20,000 people also had published 3-year period estimates (U.S.
Census Bureau, 2014).
At the PUMA level, the PUMS provides detailed distributional information about a wide
variety of variables measured on households and individuals. At the tract level, however, only
a set of specific estimates are available. Many variables only have basic summary statistics
published, such as means. Some variables, such as household income or age of householder,
have more detailed information available, though, as discussed in Section 1, not necessarily
the information a data user is interested in. The ACS published the following 5-year tract-
level income distribution period estimates: mean income, median income, Gini coefficient of
income, the 20th, 40th, 60th, 80th, and 95th percentiles of income, and the proportion of
households with incomes in 12 income bins defined by the following breaks: $5, 000, $10, 000,
$15, 000, $20, 000, $25, 000, $35, 000, $50, 000, $75, 000, $100, 000, $150, 000, and $200, 000
(U.S. Census Bureau, 2017f,g,h,i,j). Each tract-level estimate also has a corresponding mar-
gin of error (MOE) so that estimate ± MOE determines a 90% confidence interval, and
MOE/1.645 is the standard error of the estimate.
2.1 Semiparametric latent density model
The fundamental problem is to estimate a density pi using estimates of various features of
that density, such as those previously discussed. Our key innovation is to treat the density
as latent, and the published estimates as estimations of functionals of that density with
some associated error. Let u = 1, 2, . . . , U index the available published estimates, e.g. from
the ACS, let qu denote the estimate and Su its standard error, and let Qu(·) denote the
functional that takes a probability distribution and returns the value of the estimand for
that distribution. For example, if qu is an estimate of the mean, Qu(pi) = Epi[X]. Typically
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a central limit theorem applies for the estimates, so we assume
qu|pi, Su ind∼ N(Qu(pi), S2u) (data model) (1)
for u = 1, 2, . . . , U . The estimate errors are correlated, but these correlations are not available
in the ACS, and in general are rarely publicly available. When they are available, (1) can
be modified appropriately to take into account the full error covariance matrix.
Next, we need a model for pi. In theory, the class of densities used by log spline density
estimation (Stone et al., 1994) or kernel density estimation (Scott, 2015) could be used here,
but a fundamental constraint is that we need to be able to compute Qu(pi) quickly for many
different Qus, including, for example, the mean of the density. So instead we use a class of
densities based on histograms, with some additional flexibility. Suppose −∞ ≤ κ1 < κ2 <
· · · < κK+1 ≤ ∞ is an increasing sequence of K+1 knots. Let pk = Ppi(κk < X ≤ κk+1), and
let fk denote a probability density with support (κk, κk+1] for each k, except if κK+1 = ∞
then the support of fK is (κK ,∞). Then the latent density model is given by
pi(x) =
K∑
k=1
pkfk(x). (latent density model) (2)
The unknown parameters of the model, which need to be estimated, are the knot probabili-
ties, p = (p1, p2, . . . , pK), as well as any unknown parameters associated with the fks.
In order for the model to be tractable, e.g. to compute the log likelihood or its gradient
during estimation routines, the Qus have to be tractable. Indeed, so long as the fks have
tractable functionals, then so does pi. Let Π denote the CDF associated with pi. If qu is a
bin estimate for the bin with bounds a < b, then Qu(pi) = Π(b) − Π(a), so as long as pi’s
CDF is tractable then so are the bin functionals. Let Fk denote the CDF associated with
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fk. The CDF associated with pi is given by
Π(x) =

0, if x ≤ κ1
F1(x), if κ1 < x ≤ κ2
p1 + p2 ∗ F2(x), if κ2 < x ≤ κ3
...
...∑j−1
k=1 pk + pjFj(x), if κj < x ≤ κj+1
...
...∑K−1
k=1 pk + pKFK(x), if κK < x ≤ κK+1
1, if κK+1 ≤ x.
Then as long as each Fk is tractable, so is Π and thus the bin functionals.
Let Π−1 and F−1k denote the quantile functions associated with pi and fk, respectively.
Then Π−1 is given by
Π−1(τ) =

F−11
(
τ
p1
)
, if 0 ≤ τ ≤ p1
F−12
(
τ−p1
p2
)
, if p1 < τ ≤ p1 + p2
...
...
F−1j
(
τ−∑j−1k=1 pk
pj
)
, if
∑j−1
k=1 pk < τ ≤
∑j
k=1 pk
...
...
F−1K
(
τ−∑K−1k=1 pk
pK
)
, if
∑K−1
k=1 pk < τ ≤ 1.
This implies that so as long as each F−1k is tractable, so is Π
−1. However, note that Π−1
is not everywhere differentiable in the pks. This means gradient based algorithms for clas-
sical estimation or Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC), such as Hamiltonian Monte Carlo
(HMC), will have problems if there are quantile estimates in the model. We will return to
this issue in Section 2.4.
Let µk = Efk [X], i.e. the mean of the distribution defined by fk. Then the mean of pi,
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denoted by µ, is given by
µ = Epi[X] =
K∑
k=1
pkµk.
Finally, the variance of pi, denoted by σ2, can be computed as a function of the mean and
variance of fk. Let σ
2
k denote the variance associated with fk. The conditional variance
formula yields
σ2 = varpi[X] =
K∑
k=1
pkσ
2
k +
K∑
k=1
pk(µk − µ)2.
Not every functional for which there are published estimates has a nice form like those above
– e.g. the Gini coefficient for pi cannot be written in terms of a relatively simple function of
the Gini coefficients of the fks.
2.2 Estimation and Interpolation
To construct estimates of any feature of the distribution of interest, including interpolating
between the end points of the bins, we will use the Bayesian posterior predictive distribution
for the latent population in the area of interest. This allows us to construct a posterior
distribution for any distributional feature of interest, so long as it can be easily computed
for a finite population and we can easily simulate from pi conditional on its parameters.
Additionally, it allows us to partially take into account the fact that the latent population
is finite.
We fit the model via HMC, partially because conditional conjugacy in a Gibbs sampler is
hopeless due to the form of the Qus. Additionally, HMC tends to be more robust and efficient
than other MCMC options even when conjugacy relationships are available (Betancourt and
Girolami, 2015). We use the software package Stan (Gelman et al., 2015; Stan Development
Team, 2016) to do HMC.
To construct the posterior predictive distribution of the latent population, let N denote
an estimate of the population of the area of interest, e.g. from the ACS. Let i = 1, 2 . . . , N
index the latent population, let Yi denote the ith latent income, and let θ denote the full
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vector of unknown parameters. Then for each posterior sample θ(m), m = 1, 2, . . . ,M we
generate the latent population via
Y
(m)
i |θ(m) iid∼ piθ(m) (posterior predictive distribution) (3)
for i = 1, 2, . . . , N and m = 1, 2, . . . ,M . This is easily performed in a two step process.
First, generate the bin the observation belongs to using (p
(m)
1 , . . . , p
(m)
K ) where pk denotes
the probability of bin k. Then conditional on bin k being chosen, Y
(m)
i is generated from
the density within that bin, fk, conditional on θ, or more precisely the elements of θ that
determine fk. Then the posterior distribution of any feature of the latent distribution of
income can be obtained as a function of Y (m) = (Y
(m)
1 , Y
(m)
2 , . . . , Y
(m)
N ) for m = 1, 2, . . . ,M .
In principle, the standard error of N can be taken into account by treating the true size
of the population as an unknown, denoted by η, with estimate N and standard error H.
Then for each draw from the MCMC sampler, a new value of η can be drawn via
η(m)
iid∼ N(N,H2).
Subsequently, Y
(m)
i can be drawn via (3) for i = 1, 2, . . . , η
(m). We do not use this approach
here and, instead, treat the tract-level population estimates as the truth since it is unlikely
to have a major impact on the results, but in cases where the population estimates are near
zero and their standard errors are large, it may be worthwhile.
2.3 The PRLN density
The density used by PRLN is a special case of (2). First, PRLN uses the boundaries of the
bin estimates as the knots, with κ1 = 0 and κK+1 =∞. Second, PRLN assumes that in bins
including and below the median, fk is uniform. For the upper bins, PRLN assumes that fk
is Pareto distributed, truncated in all except the last bin. This is a judicious choice because
there is not much information about the income distribution between the boundaries of the
bins defining the bin estimates. For example, the ACS essentially has only the mean and
a few quantile estimates. This makes it difficult to estimate a large number of pks, or a
larger number of parameters associated with the fks. The chosen knots help to minimize
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the number of pks as much as possible, and by assuming uniform distributions within the
lower bins, PRLN further reduces the number of parameters to estimate. Additionally, since
income distributions are known to have approximately Pareto right tails the Pareto bins are
likely to fit well.
Let k∗ denote the largest knot which is less than an available estimate of the median,
and let j = k − k∗ for k = k∗ + 1, . . . , K. Then the PRLN density defines the fks via
fk(x) =
1
κk+1 − κk × 1(κk < x ≤ κk+1) if k
∗ ≤ k∗ ,
=
αjκ
αj
k x
−αj−1
1−
(
κk
κk+1
)αj × 1(κk < x ≤ κk+1) if k∗ < k < K ,
= αjκkx
−αj−1 × 1(κK < x) if k = K . (4)
In all cases, the CDF, quantile function, mean, and variance is available in closed form,
though the variance of the rightmost bin only exists for α > 2, and the mean only exists for
α > 1.
The main difference between our model and PRLN is how PRLN estimates the PRLN
density. First, it identifies the bin estimates with the pks, ignoring the associated standard
errors. Then it uses a complex procedure to estimate the αks for the Pareto bins, especially
the rightmost bin (Nielsen and Alderson, 1997). Importantly, this procedure does not provide
interval estimates, standard errors, or any other measure of uncertainty. Additionally, there
are many commonly available estimates of features of the income distribution that PRLN
cannot make use of, such as quantile estimates. By treating the PRLN density as latent, we
are able to easily take into account the standard errors and propagate that uncertainty into
our estimates of the latent population and any distributional features of interest. Uncertainty
quantification via the Bayesian posterior predictive distribution is straightforward as well,
conditional on a sample from the posterior distribution. Finally, we are able to take into
account a much wider variety of available estimates of features of the income distribution.
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2.4 Inverted quantile estimates
To be able to use gradient based estimation methods, we use the delta method to “invert”
the quantile data model. Suppose q is an estimate of the τth quantile, Π−1(τ), with standard
error S. We originally assumed that q ∼ N(Π−1(τ), S2). Using the delta method we obtain
(5) as the data model for the corresponding inverted quantile estimate, τ ,
τ |pi, q, S ∼ N
(
Π(q),
[
S
pi(q)
]2)
. (5)
Since pi depends on several unknown parameters, HMC is more difficult because it creates
hard to eliminate divergences (see e.g. Betancourt and Girolami, 2015). Note that for the
PRLN density defined by (4) and for q in the uniform bins, pi(q) = pk∗/(κk∗+1 − κk∗) where
k∗ is the index of the closest knot from below to q. So we can plug in the bin estimate for
pk∗ , which we will denote by bk∗ , to yield the following approximation
τ |pi, q, S ∼ N
(
Π(q),
[
S
bk∗
(κk∗+1 − κk∗)
]2)
. (6)
In the upper bins of the distribution, or in the general case when the knots or fks are chosen
differently, this convenient substitution does not apply. That said, it may still be a good
approximation. Let Bk denote the kth bound associated with the bin estimates, so that the
kth bin estimate is the estimate of the proportion of the population with incomes between Bk
and Bk+1, and let k
∗ denote the index of the bin containing q. Then, we have the following
approximation
pi(q) ≈ bk∗
Bk∗+1 −Bk∗ . (7)
The quality of this approximation will largely depend on how close to uniform pi(q) is between
Bk∗ and Bk∗+1. A more general solution is to fit the model using (5) to obtain a point estimate
of pi(q), e.g., using the posterior mode or maximum likelihood estimate. Then substitute that
estimate in to (5) to do MCMC. For the models fit in this paper, the only quantile estimate
included in the model is the median, and we always use the PRLN density, so pi(q) is defined
to be uniform in this range. Therefore, we use (6) as our median estimate data model.
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2.5 Priors
To complete the model, we need to choose priors for the pks and the αjs. An extremely “un-
informative” prior for p can cause problems for MCMC, so we opt for a weakly informative
prior. Note also that the bins are not designed so that we would expect them to be equally
probable a priori. Thus, we center p on the ACS 5-year period bin estimates for the entire
United States, from the same year as the tract-level estimates, using a Dirichlet prior. Let g
denote the country-level estimates, and let t denote a scale hyperparameter, then we assume
p ∼ Dirichlet(g/t).
The value of t encodes the level of prior certainty that g is the true value of p. A value
of t ≥ 1 is ideal since we do not necessarily expect g to be close to p with a high degree
of certainty, but this must be balanced against computational considerations. When an
element p is close to zero in the posterior, this can cause problems for HMC. See Section 5
for a discussion of this issue and how it relates to knot selection. As a result, we use a value
of t = 1/10 which regularizes p away from zero.
For the αjs, we restrict the prior mass to be above one so that the untruncated Pareto
distribution in the rightmost bin has a well defined mean. Note that αj > 2 is necessary
to ensure a well defined variance if a user wants to include estimates of the second moment
of the income distribution in the data model. Nevertheless, we assume that the αjs are iid
truncated normal distributed as
αj
iid∼ N(2, 12)1(αj > 1).
In practice we have found using PRLN that the tail bins tend to have estimated αjs between
around one and three, with smaller values in bins further in the right tail. In general, there
is not much information in the data to learn the Pareto parameters, so this prior provides
some useful regularization to help with model estimation.
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2.6 Nesting tracts within PUMAs
In Section 2 we described the PUMS data, which are a weighted sample of households from
an entire PUMA. Census tracts are nested within PUMAs, so in principle these data can
be used by the model in order to improve tract-level income distribution estimation. The
household PUMS data comes in the form of a household income, denoted by zi, and an
associated sample weight, denoted by wi, for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, where n is the sample size of the
PUMS. To incorporate these data, we need to construct the PUMA-level income distribution
implied by the tract-level income distributions, while taking into account the sample weights.
First we construct the PUMA-level distribution from the tract-level distribution. Let pir
denote the tract-level income distribution for tract r, where r = 1, 2, . . . , R indexes all of
the tracts inside the PUMA in question. Let Nr denote the population of tract r, obtained
from the ACS estimates, and let or = Nr/
∑R
i=1Ni denote the proportion of the PUMA’s
population in tract r. Then the PUMA-level income distribution is a mixture distribution
given by
pipuma(x) =
R∑
r=1
orpir(x).
Suppose that z ∼ pipuma. Then this model implicitly has marginalized out z’s tract indicator,
which we will denote with I. The joint model can be written as
z|I = r ∼ pir
P (I = r) = or for r = 1, 2, . . . , R. (8)
This implies that after we fit the model, we can recover an estimate of the probability that
the household belongs to each of the tracts.
To take into account the sample weights, we apply the approach of Savitsky and Toth
(2016) – if pi(z) is z’s probability distribution in an unweighted sample, in a weighted sample
it becomes pi(z)w. Suppose the weights are normalized to sum to n, i.e.
∑n
i=1wi = n. Then
using the expanded data model of (8), we obtain the following expanded weighted data
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model
zi|Ii = r ∼ piwir
P (I = r) = owir for r = 1, 2, . . . , R.
Then marginalizing out the unobserved tract indicator yields the following weighted data
model
pipuma(zi) =
R∑
r=1
owir pir(zi)
wi .
This yields the nested model
qur|pi1:R ind∼ N(Qu(pir), S2ur), for u = 1, 2, . . . , U, and r = 1, 2, . . . , R,
zi|pi1:R iid∼
R∑
r=1
owir pi
wi
r , for i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
Finally, the pirs can be constructed for each tract exactly as they were constructed in the
tract-level models.
3 SIMULATION STUDY
To evaluate our proposed models and compare to PRLN, we design a simulation study using
a synthetic population generated over the Boone County, MO PUMA and its Census tracts.
We repeatedly sample from this population and create synthetic tract-level ACS estimates,
which we use to fit our tract-level model as well as PRLN, and then evaluate them based
on predictions of various features of the tract-level distributions. We do not fit the nested
model because it takes substantially longer and, as seen in Section 4, produced estimates
which were further from the held out direct estimates on average (see Section 5 for further
discussion).
The population is generated to have the same number of households per tract as the 2014
ACS 5-year period estimates of household population for the Boone County, MO PUMA.
We also divide the population into the same 106 strata that exist in the 2014 Boone County
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5-year PUMS – a stratum is defined as all observations with the same survey weight. The
population of each stratum is assumed to be to nsws where ns is the sample size of stratum
s in the PUMS, and ws is the survey weight associated with stratum s. To fully specify
the population we need to know number of households in each tract/stratum combination,
though in reality this is unknown. Nevertheless, we know that the PUMS strata are based
in part on Census tracts (U.S. Census Bureau, 2017c), so in our synthetic population we
assign the households in a given stratum to a small number of tracts using an algorithm that
produces tract and stratum assignments that are closely related.
Next, an income is generated for each household using a two-component mixture of log-
normals with parameters that depend on both their tract and stratum. We do not fully
describe how the synthetic population is generated here; instead, see Appendix G of the
Supplementary Material for a detailed description. Additionally, the R code (R Core Team,
2017) used to generate the population is included in the Supplementary Material. The re-
sulting tract-level distributions are mixtures of lognormals. Figure F.2 in the Supplementary
Materials contains maps of the true tract-level means, medians, and standard deviations of
income for the synthetic population.
Holding the population fixed, we repeatedly sample from it using a stratified random
sampled based on the strata defined by the 2014 PUMS. Similar to the real ACS, approxi-
mately 10% of the population is sampled without replacement, and the sample size of each
stratum is proportional to its sample size in the PUMS. Then the synthetic ACS estimates
are created using the sample and associated weights in each tract, and the associated stan-
dard errors are created using successive difference replication (Judkins, 1990; Fay and Train,
1995), the method used in the ACS (U.S. Census Bureau, 2017d,e). We construct bin esti-
mates, median estimates, and mean estimates in order to fit the models. We use the same
12 bin estimates that are available in the ACS, defined by the following breaks: $5, 000,
$10, 000, $15, 000, $20, 000, $25, 000, $35, 000, $50, 000, $75, 000, $100, 000, $150, 000, and
$200, 000. We also construct each fifth percentile estimate (5th, 10th, etc.) so that we can
compare them to model-based estimates of the same quantities.
Each tract-level model was fit using Rstan (Stan Development Team, 2016) to do MCMC
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via HMC with four chains, and after a warm-up of 4,000 iterations per chain for tuning
and burn-in, a further 4,000 iterations per chain were kept as draws from the posterior
distribution. Both the mean and the median of the posterior predictive distribution for
each percentile were taken as model-based estimates. Additionally, we fit PRLN on the
synthetic bin estimates. This yields four estimates of each percentile: the mean and median
of the tract-level model posterior predictive distribution, constructed as in Section 2.2; the
PRLN estimate; and the direct estimate. We computed the following four metrics for all
four estimates: root mean square error (RMSE), mean absolute deviation (MAD), root
mean square percentage error (RMSPE), and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE). All
four metrics were computed over all iterations of the simulation study and all tracts of the
synthetic population simultaneously.
Estimator P5 P10 P15 P20 P25 P30 P35 P40 P45 P50
MAD P. Mean 8.58 15.38 17.86 15.24 14.80 11.08 -2.00 -10.45 -11.25 -7.21
P. Median 6.67 10.64 12.02 10.20 11.20 9.51 0.91 -6.27 -8.25 -5.63
PRLN 1.55 -1.41 -2.31 -4.80 -2.94 -1.80 -3.03 -4.81 -4.00 -1.15
MAPE P. Mean 3.90 12.99 15.37 12.14 13.17 10.51 -0.43 -7.98 -9.96 -6.44
P. Median 3.50 8.40 9.60 6.86 9.98 8.44 2.25 -4.01 -6.84 -4.69
PRLN -0.83 -1.35 -2.22 -5.62 -2.42 -2.39 -2.73 -4.29 -3.92 -1.02
RMSE P. Mean 7.61 17.94 23.53 20.07 13.43 7.09 -4.98 -11.71 -12.43 -9.78
P. Median 6.43 12.86 17.14 15.59 11.05 7.20 -1.60 -7.32 -9.29 -7.77
PRLN -0.60 -2.98 -2.36 -3.94 -3.75 -2.95 -4.41 -4.76 -3.88 -2.17
RMSPE P. Mean 2.67 14.64 19.55 16.63 12.91 8.11 -1.35 -7.34 -9.91 -8.22
P. Median 2.73 9.82 13.43 11.81 10.24 7.64 1.43 -3.27 -6.74 -6.05
PRLN -3.34 -2.59 -2.10 -4.31 -3.28 -3.18 -3.83 -4.03 -3.68 -1.97
Table 1: Percentage difference in a variety of metrics between several estimates and the direct
estimates for the first half of the income distribution. The estimates considered include the
original Pareto-linear procedure (PRLN) the posterior predictive mean from the tract-level
model (P. Mean), and the posterior predictive median from the tract-level model (P. Median).
Negative numbers indicate that the method is doing better than the direct estimates.
Tables 1 and 2 display each of these metrics, expressed as a percentage of the same
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Estimator P55 P60 P65 P70 P75 P80 P85 P90 P95 Gini
MAD P. Mean -3.95 -0.08 -0.60 0.91 2.56 7.38 3.52 -1.61 -1.71 14.58
P. Median -2.49 1.85 1.75 -0.08 5.03 10.49 6.25 0.87 5.07 12.14
PRLN -1.79 -3.17 -6.32 -4.27 -2.77 -0.00 -2.60 0.45 38.89 9.46
MAPE P. Mean -4.26 -0.75 -0.84 -0.12 1.17 5.93 2.84 -1.68 -1.85 15.19
P. Median -2.80 0.92 1.96 -1.20 3.91 8.59 5.46 0.85 4.93 12.68
PRLN -1.71 -2.85 -5.62 -3.59 -3.43 -0.95 -2.62 0.10 37.59 9.71
RMSE P. Mean -5.62 -2.61 -2.26 -2.66 -3.00 1.48 -2.48 -6.52 -8.79 10.55
P. Median -3.52 -0.20 -0.40 -2.50 -1.25 4.08 0.26 -3.66 -3.91 9.17
PRLN -2.12 -3.63 -5.70 -5.04 -4.68 -2.34 -4.08 5.25 57.91 8.96
RMSPE P. Mean -5.95 -3.69 -2.89 -4.17 -4.57 -0.47 -3.56 -6.66 -9.26 11.19
P. Median -4.05 -1.53 -0.66 -3.90 -2.53 1.70 -1.11 -3.82 -4.36 9.74
PRLN -2.05 -3.12 -4.51 -4.03 -5.43 -3.53 -4.34 3.76 53.92 9.35
Table 2: Percentage difference in a variety of metrics between several estimates and the direct
estimates for the last half of the income distribution and the Gini coefficient. The estimates
considered include the original Pareto-linear procedure (PRLN) the posterior predictive mean
from the tract-level model (P. Mean), and the posterior predictive median from the tract
level model (P. Median). Negative numbers indicate that the method is doing better than
the direct estimates.
metric for the corresponding direct estimates. For example, PRLN had an RMSE for the
5th percentile 0.60% lower than that of the direct estimate, while it had a MAD for the 5th
percentile 1.55% higher than that of the direct estimate. Note that direct estimates are what
our hypothetical data user would like the ACS to publish, but they were not available.
In the lower portion of the income distribution, the PRLN estimate does the best ac-
cording to most metrics, while the posterior median from the tract level model outperforms
the posterior mean. In the middle of the distribution this completely reverses: PRLN does
the worst, and the posterior mean outperforms the posterior median. In the upper portion
of the distribution but still under the 90th percentile, PRLN does the best again, but the
posterior mean still outperforms the posterior median. In the 90th percentile, the posterior
mean performs the best, while PRLN performs the worst. In the 95th percentile the same
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pattern holds, but PRLN performs disastrously bad. This is because PRLN attempts to
ensure that an estimate for α is greater than one. If this constraint cannot be satisfied, then
the procedure reverts to assuming a uniform distribution if the bin in question is not the top
bin. If it is the top bin, and PRLN cannot get an estimated α > 1, it assumes the top bin
is a point mass on the bin minimum. Assuming the top bin is a point mass can drastically
hurt PRLN’s predictions in the upper tail, which we see here. The tract-level model does
not have this problem since each α is constrained to be greater than one and is regularized
away from one by the prior.
So in general, the best performing point-estimate depends on which region of the income
distribution the data-user cares about. For the middle of the distribution or the far right tail,
the tract-level model is superior, but everywhere else PRLN is superior. PRLN performs the
best for the Gini coefficient, with the posterior median outperforming the posterior mean.
For other measures of inequality and other functionals of the income distributions, which
estimate performs best will depend on how much they load on different regions of the income
distribution.
It is important to emphasize that our tract-level model provides uncertainty estimates,
which are unavailable in PRLN. As an illustration, Table 3 presents the coverage rates of
95% credible intervals for every fifth percentile, as well as the Gini coefficient. Two coverage
rates were computed, one with the true population as reference values and one with the
PRLN estimates as reference values. The first set of intervals demonstrates the tract-level
model’s ability to cover the truth (i.e., based on 95% credible intervals), while the second
set of intervals allows us to see if the PRLN results are statistically distinguishable from
the tract-level model when accounting for uncertainty in the estimates (recall that PRLN
does not provide uncertainty estimates). The first comparison shows that the tract-level
model’s intervals slightly undercover the truth; i.e., the 95% credible intervals cover about
80-90% of the time, but with better coverage in the lower portion of the income distribution.
The second comparison shows that the PRLN measures in the lower part of the distribution
are largely contained in the tract-level model’s 95% credible intervals. More precisely, the
tract-level model’s estimate and PRLN’s estimate for a given percentile were statistically
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indistinguishable at least 60% of the time. This is an underestimate since it does account
for uncertainty in the PRLN estimates, but the statistical properties of PRLN are unknown.
Recall, the lower portion of the distribution is where PRLN’s point estimates tend to
out-perform the tract-level model’s point estimates. Yet the credible intervals in this region
tend to cover the truth fairly well, and also contain the PRLN estimates at higher rates than
elsewhere in the income distribution. In other words, the tract-level model is appropriately
more uncertain in the regions of the income distribution where its point estimates perform the
worst. Further, the tract-level model and PRLN are largely statistically indistinguishable,
especially in the regions of the income distribution where PRLN outperforms the model’s
point estimates.
Estimand Population PRLN Estimand Population PRLN
P5 0.92 0.86 P55 0.79 0.60
P10 0.90 0.81 P60 0.79 0.62
P15 0.89 0.78 P65 0.82 0.69
P20 0.90 0.75 P70 0.80 0.71
P25 0.90 0.74 P75 0.80 0.72
P30 0.89 0.73 P80 0.81 0.73
P35 0.88 0.71 P85 0.85 0.76
P40 0.87 0.69 P90 0.85 0.79
P45 0.85 0.65 P95 0.88 0.75
P50 0.82 0.63 Gini 0.95 0.84
Table 3: Coverage rates of 95% credible intervals from the tract level model for each quantity
of interest, averaged over tracts. Coverage rates are computed taking the true population
value as the reference value (Population), and taking the PRLN estimate as the reference
value (PRLN).
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4 APPLICATION TO THE AMERICAN COMMU-
NITY SURVEY
We use our modeling framework to estimate U.S. Census tract-level income distributions
using 2015 ACS 5-year period estimates of features of tract-level income distributions and,
in the case of the nested model in Section 2.6, the 2015 5-year PUMS. We fit both models
as well as the original PRLN to all tracts in five separate PUMAs: PUMA 821 in Colorado
(a wealthy rural PUMA south of Denver), PUMA 3502 in Illinois (a wealthy PUMA in the
northern portion of Chicago), PUMA 600 in Missouri (Boone County, MO, a college town
and rural outlying areas), PUMA 600 in Montana (a sparsely populated rural PUMA), and
3706 in New York (a poor urban PUMA in New York City). Figure F.3 in the Supplementary
Materials contains maps of each PUMA and each of their Census tracts, shaded according
to the 2015 ACS 5-year period estimate of median household income.
For each tract in each PUMA, we used each of the bin estimates described in Section 2,
as well as a mean and median estimate to fit the models. The nested models additionally
used the household PUMS file associated with the PUMA. We held out estimates of the
20th, 40th, 60th, 80th, and 95th percentile, as well as the Gini coefficient to validate the
models. To fit each model we used Rstan (Stan Development Team, 2016) to do MCMC
via HMC with four chains, a warm-up of 4,000 iterations per chain for tuning and burn-in,
and a further 4,000 iterations per chain were kept as draws from each model’s posterior
distribution.
For each model, we constructed two estimates for each estimand: the mean and median
of the posterior predictive distribution, constructed as in Section 2.2. We compared each of
these estimates as well as estimates from PRLN to each of the held out estimates using the
same four metrics as in Section 3: RMSE, RMSPE, MAD, and MAPE, all computed across
tracts. Tables H.3–H.7 of the Supplementary Materials contain these metrics for each of the
five PUMAs we considered. Note that for some tracts, some of the held out estimates were
missing – particularly the 95th percentile, and mainly in the IL PUMA.
The tract-level model compares favorably with PRLN. For most estimands in most tracts,
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and according to most metrics, the tract-level model does about the same or slightly worse
than PRLN. The main exceptions are in either tail of the distribution, where for some tracts
the difference between PRLN and the tract-level model is more magnified. The tract-level
model especially has trouble relative to PRLN in the lower tail. On the other hand, the tract-
level model does often perform better than PRLN for the Gini coefficient, and in particular in
the IL PUMA it performs much better for the 95th percentile and consequently for the Gini
coefficient. This is due to the phenomenon discussed in Section 3, where PRLN sometimes
significantly misestimates the distribution in the upper bin. Again, our model does not have
this problem. Additionally, in the CO PUMA, the tract-level model outperforms PRLN in
the middle of the distribution.
The nested model, on the other hand, performs worse. Adding the PUMS data degrades
the model’s predictions of the held out estimates rather than helping it, though these issues
are largely confined to the left tail of the distribution. It is not surprising that the PUMS
data does not help – in order for it to do so, the model has to be able to reliably learn which
tract each PUMS observation likely came from. This is a difficult task since the tract-level
income distributions likely have much overlap. In fact, if the model cannot figure out which
tract an observation belongs to, it essentially assumes that it is equally likely to come from
each tract in the PUMA since tracts have roughly the same population. This skews each
tract’s latent density to be more like the PUMA-level income distribution and less like their
corresponding tract-level income distributions.
Additionally, we computed widely applicable information criterion (WAIC), also known
as Watanabe-Akaike information criterion, for both the held out estimates, and the estimates
included in the model. WAIC is normally computed for data included in the model, in which
case it is an estimate of the expected log predictive density of a new dataset and as a result is
asymptotically equivalent to leave-one-out cross validation (Watanabe, 2010; Vehtari et al.,
2017). For the held out percentile estimates, we use WAIC as a measure of the out-of-sample
predictive accuracy of our models that takes into account the standard error of the held out
estimates. We follow Vehtari et al. (2017) and scale WAIC so that larger indicates better
predictions on average from the model.
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WAIC for a single observation is the log of the posterior expected data model PDF of the
observation, minus the posterior variance of the log data model PDF for the observation, i.e.
WAICi = E[p(yi|θ)|X]− var[log p(yi|θ)|X].
where θ denotes all parameters in the model, X denotes all data in the model, and p(yi|θ)
is the data model PDF for observation i. Here an observation could be a scalar or a vector,
depending on how the data is interpreted. Ideally an observation should correspond to a
“row” in the dataset, so yi should include all modeled quantities in that row. This is what
allows WAIC to be interpreted as asymptotically equivalent to leave-one-out cross validation.
Often, when modeling income or other distributions, one method may perform best in one
region of the distribution, while another may perform well in other regions. So we treat each
estimate type as a separate observation so that we can compute WAIC for different features
or regions of the income distribution. So, in this case, yi is a scalar estimate, and p(yi|θ) is
the data model in (1), both for the held out estimates and the in-sample estimates. WAIC
for an estimate type is then the sum over all tracts of the WAICs for that estimate type.
Traditional WAIC is computed for each model on the left side of Table 4, while WAIC
computed for jointly for all held out quantile estimates on the right side of Table 4. The tract-
level model outperforms the nested model according to traditional WAIC, and appears to
outperform it according to WAIC computed on the held out estimates, though the differences
tend not to be large relative to the standard errors of the WAIC estimates. WAICs for each
held out quantile estimate separately are in Table 5. See Table I.1 of the supplementary
materials for the standard errors of these WAICs. Here we see a similar pattern as in
Tables H.3–H.7 of the Supplementary Materials: the nested model does noticeably worse
than the tract-level model, especially in the lower portion of the distribution. Though, again,
there are exceptions. In particular, in the 40th percentile of the CO PUMA the nested model
appears to outperform the tract-level model, though this difference is consistent with the two
models performing the same given the standard errors in Table I.1. In fact, in many cases the
difference in performance between the two is the same up to their standard errors. Finally,
Table 6 contains WAICS for each in-sample estimate. See Table I.2 for standard errors of
these WAICS. For the estimates included in the model, the nested model only appears to
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do marginally worse than the tract-level model in many cases. The upshot is that even
when the entire posterior distribution is taken into account, the tract level model performed
the best for estimating any particular feature of the income distribution, indicating that
the additional information coming from the nested model is not needed in this example.
Nevertheless, there may be other situations where this additional layer may be informative.
In-Sample Held-Out
State Model WAIC SE WAIC SE
CO Tract 279.12 10.96 -1464.59 111.79
Nest 234.91 19.84 -1457.17 59.00
IL Tract 343.89 14.63 -2368.23 91.40
Nest 210.19 55.71 -2747.60 220.06
MO Tract 220.66 11.04 -1571.09 64.73
Nest 126.64 27.14 -2120.25 422.48
MT Tract 423.15 16.14 -3032.89 198.43
Nest -92.33 240.66 -3333.05 252.61
NY Tract 142.85 10.34 -2410.12 1065.11
Nest 111.13 10.75 -2559.38 1142.00
Table 4: WAIC computed for all estimates used by the model (left) and for all held-out
estimates (right) by model and PUMA (larger is better), along with the associated standard
error.
5 DISCUSSION
The tract-level model serves its purposes well. It interpolates the income distribution nearly
as well as the original PRLN, with several added benefits. First, our tract-level model is able
to take advantage of a wider variety of tract-level estimates than PRLN, including quantile
and moment estimates. PRLN is fundamentally limited to using only bin estimates. Second,
unlike PRLN, our model takes into account the standard errors of the tract-level estimates.
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PUMA Model 20th 40th 60th 80th 95th
CO Tract -293.81 -387.70 -291.75 -307.51 -167.43
CO Nest -315.51 -333.70 -305.01 -306.03 -167.92
IL Tract -633.97 -550.60 -566.29 -507.55 -83.51
IL Nest -761.22 -586.04 -661.26 -526.90 -81.98
MO Tract -282.94 -358.08 -288.44 -306.34 -308.07
MO Nest -326.90 -729.46 -303.49 -308.39 -308.70
MT Tract -546.11 -519.38 -506.10 -596.65 -812.71
MT Nest -644.49 -599.18 -518.97 -676.51 -856.51
NY Tract -255.45 -235.88 -245.41 -278.20 -1429.37
NY Nest -288.60 -238.98 -253.01 -284.71 -1558.22
Table 5: WAICs for each held out estimate type (larger is better), computed across tracts.
See Table I.1 of the supplementary materials for standard errors.
Finally, while PRLN can only provide point estimates, our model provides uncertainty quan-
tification through the posterior predictive distribution.
Our approach is fairly general and can be applied to other types of variables. For example,
it could be used to interpolate the age distribution, for which there are often a selection of
bin estimates available. To do this only requires appropriate choices for the fks in (2). Each
fk could be a truncated normal density, though in practice the age distribution should be
investigated to determine an appropriate choice. Many choices will require estimation of
more parameters per bin than in the PRLN density. In order to handle this, it may be
necessary to reduce the number of knots so that there are more bin estimates than knots.
The framework can also be applied to data from sources other than the Census Bureau as
well. The key is that there are a wide variety of available estimates of different distributional
features at the area-level. These will typically be bin estimates, but many other estimate
types could be used. For the nested model, the only additional requirement is the availability
of unit-level data at coarser geography so that the geography of the area-level distributional
estimates is nested within the geography of the unit-level observations.
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CO IL MO MT NY
Estimate Nest Tract Nest Tract Nest Tract Nest Tract Nest Tract
0–5 88.75 88.58 130.13 134.14 62.12 67.74 138.09 139.31 48.18 49.90
5–10 92.39 91.67 144.04 146.90 64.24 68.96 123.41 131.83 36.44 44.42
10–15 92.26 91.44 141.21 143.04 65.59 68.96 102.64 122.93 44.27 45.88
15–20 90.69 91.02 151.72 152.70 60.50 64.94 94.13 116.45 41.09 46.09
20–25 86.00 87.07 150.59 151.42 64.25 66.52 107.24 117.76 46.32 47.54
25–35 69.49 71.00 131.50 131.43 56.61 58.04 51.20 105.18 41.46 44.34
35–50 61.65 63.73 117.07 116.71 52.37 56.59 90.37 101.82 41.92 43.80
50–75 50.29 53.30 99.37 101.12 43.85 55.31 52.85 99.11 40.78 42.25
75–100 38.89 53.55 97.01 106.60 53.96 64.11 39.28 105.94 47.42 48.60
100–150 48.56 51.46 89.30 102.90 61.71 66.63 63.13 112.91 54.32 55.19
150–200 52.46 56.19 102.17 113.73 71.82 78.18 124.99 139.28 74.80 75.20
200–Up 57.84 60.38 100.93 111.94 84.51 85.46 136.51 149.26 82.14 81.98
Mean -291.37 -287.62 -591.41 -582.84 -291.43 -283.82 -499.74 -495.77 -233.71 -232.73
Median -282.76 -280.93 -586.82 -557.74 -288.72 -278.41 -560.44 -490.83 -233.53 -232.23
Table 6: WAIC for each estimate type included in the model (larger is better), computed
across tracts. See Table I.2 for standard errors.
Based on the simulation study in Section 3 and out-of-sample performance on held out
estimates in Section 4, neither PRLN nor the tract-level model performed uniformly superior
than the other. The tract-level model performed the best in the middle and far right tail
of the distribution, with PRLN typically performing better elsewhere. This is likely due to
how informative the Dirichlet prior is on the knot probabilities. As noted in in Section 2.5,
a more informative prior was necessary in this case to help facilitate HMC. In particular,
note that for some Census tracts, the bin estimate for one or more income categories is zero.
Without an informative prior, these probabilities will be estimated to be close to zero and the
HMC sampler will go into the extreme tails of the transformed space, causing numerical and
sampling problems. The informative prior regularizes those estimates away from zero and
prevents the computational problem. This leads to a loss of predictive accuracy, although
this is reflected in the uncertainty estimates that are provided by the tract-level model.
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Further, note the knots in the tract-level models are set equal to the boundaries defining the
bins for the bin estimates. This is done for computational convenience but is not necessary.
Indeed, knot selection is a potential avenue for improving the tract-level model. Naively, it
seems as though spacing the knots roughly equally in the quantile domain would alleviate
the problem with probabilities being estimated close to zero, and improve the quality of
the model. In model fits not reported here, we found that this degrades model performance
despite the looser priors, suggesting that there are other factors important for knot selection.
The number and spread of available tract-level estimates should fundamentally constrain the
optimal number and placement of the knots in some way, but precisely how is an area of
future research.
The nested model represents an attempt to improve on the tract-level model by bringing
in PUMS observations to help fill in the income distribution. There are two natural ways to
use the PUMS to improve the model. The first way is to center the tract-level distributions on
a PUMA-level distribution in some fashion. This should work well if tract-level distributions
are similar to the PUMA-level distribution. Unfortunately, it does not appear to hold in the
case of the income distribution – see Appendix J for further discussion.
The second way to improve the model using the PUMS data is represented by our nested
model: model the tract-level distributions separately, and construct the PUMA-level distri-
bution as a mixture of the tract-level distributions. Our results in Section 4 demonstrate
that nesting in this fashion requires more than a single variable to achieve improved model
performance. That is, in order for the nested model to use the PUMS data to improve
tract-level estimates, it has to be able to reliably assign PUMS observations to tracts. This
is extremely challenging using only one variable when the tract-level distributions of that
variable are often similar to each other. To solve this problem, the model needs more vari-
ables in order to more reliably be able to determine tract membership. Determining how to
do this is an active area of current research.
It also may be possible to improve the tract-level model by carefully adding dependence
across tracts, including spatial dependence. The Pareto parameters are particularly difficult
to estimate given the knots we used because there are very few tract-level estimates which are
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informative about what occurs between the knots. In the models we fit, only the estimate of
the mean was available to inform these parameters, though we could have included the held-
out percentile estimates. Building dependence across tracts should, in principle, improve the
model’s ability to estimate those parameters by borrowing strength. One problem with doing
this is that each tract has a potentially different number of Pareto bins. So for example, a
tract with many Pareto bins might not be able to borrow strength from any other tracts
in order to estimate some of its Pareto parameters. To overcome this, the uniform and
Pareto densities within bins should ideally be replaced with a single family of densities for
all bins which can approximately reproduce a uniform distribution or a Pareto distribution,
depending on the parameter value. Then, a hierarchical model can be constructed to borrow
strength across the fks, using the notation of (2).
Further, spatial dependence can be constructed using the sort of latent spatial basis
function expansion used in Bradley et al. (2017) or Simpson et al. (2018). But this does
make model construction and estimation more difficult, so it should only be performed if
there is substantial spatial dependence present. We performed an exploratory analysis of
several of available estimates using the Moran’s I test of spatial association with a two-sided
alternative using a binary weight matrix (Banerjee et al., 2015, Section 4.1). Table F.2
in Appendix F of the Supplementary Materials contains the resulting p-values. There is
virtually no spatial dependence in the CO estimates, some dependence in only a few of the
MT and NY estimates, in most of the IL estimates, and in all of the MO estimates. Therefore,
adding spatial dependence to the model is a potentially beneficial avenue for some of the
PUMAs, but not necessarily all of them. The systematic use of spatial models in this context
is a subject of future research.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Online Appendix: Includes several appendices adding relevant detail to the paper.
Appendix F: Exploratory tables and figures. Includes various tables and figures
referenced throughout the paper that are useful, but not necessary, for under-
standing the data and results in this paper.
Appendix G: Generating the synthetic population. Includes details about how
the synthetic population was generated in the simulation study in Section 3.
Appendix H: Evaluating Point Estimates. Includes tables evaluating model and
PRLN point estimates on a variety of metrics from the simulation study in Sec-
tion 3.
Appendix I: WAIC standard errors. Includes tables of standard errors for the
WAIC estimates in Section 4.
Appendix J: Comparing tract and puma distributions. Compares the tract-level
income distributions to the PUMA-level distribution, to inform the discussion of
modeling choices in Section 5.
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F EXPLORATORY TABLES AND FIGURES
This appendix contains several tables and figures that useful for understanding the data that
were referenced in the main text
Bins
≥10 ≥15 ≥25 ≥35 ≥50 ≥750 ≥100 ≥150 ≥200
Tract <10 <15 <25 <35 <50 <75 <100 <150 <200
2 9.8 9.3 25.8 13.7 20.4 14.3 4.0 2.8 0.0 0.0
3 31.9 16.0 21.1 12.4 3.3 6.8 4.1 1.9 1.1 1.4
5 46.6 8.3 19.5 6.4 10.3 3.8 1.7 0.9 2.5 0.0
6 7.2 3.2 4.4 3.6 16.1 17.3 14.2 23.0 5.8 5.4
7 10.5 10.8 15.3 15.7 16.6 18.9 9.1 2.7 0.4 0.0
9 17.6 10.3 21.5 14.6 18.4 10.4 4.9 2.2 0.0 0.0
Table F.1: Bin estimates for selected tracts in PUMA 600 (Boone County) in MO. All
estimates are 2015 ACS 5-year period estimates, and come from ACS Table S1901. Each bin
estimate is the percentage of households in that tract with an income within a set of bounds,
including the lower bound but excluding the upper bound. Both bounds are denominated
in $1,000. The ACS tables also include an associated margin of error for each estimate (not
displayed here).
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Figure F.1: An example PUMA with nested tracts: PUMA 600 (Boone County) in MO.
Tracts are shaded according to 2015 ACS 5-year estimates of median household income.
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Figure F.2: True tract-level means, medians, and standard deviations of income for the
synthetic population. The first two exhibit a noticeable inside-out spatial pattern, while the
third is a bit different but still appears to have spatial dependence.
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Figure F.3: Maps of each PUMA used in the paper with each of the Census tracts. Each
tract within each PUMA is shaded according to the 2015 ACS 5-year period estimate of
median household income.
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Estimate CO IL MO MT NY
Mean 0.35 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.44
Median 0.88 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.16
< 5 0.40 0.00 0.00 0.53 0.71
5-10 0.51 0.73 0.00 0.37 0.38
10-15 0.54 0.79 0.00 0.72 0.69
15-20 0.07 0.52 0.00 0.88 0.13
20-25 0.82 0.63 0.00 0.27 0.00
25-35 0.62 0.00 0.09 0.03 0.24
35-50 0.47 0.00 0.00 0.71 0.98
50-75 0.92 0.06 0.00 0.95 0.08
75-100 0.14 0.16 0.00 0.80 0.07
100-150 0.01 0.12 0.00 0.12 0.25
≥150 0.78 0.00 0.00 0.55 0.95
20th %tile 0.78 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.45
40th %tile 0.82 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.36
60th %tile 0.84 0.00 0.00 0.16 0.07
80th %tile 0.80 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.07
Gini 0.91 0.33 0.02 0.55 0.94
Table F.2: P-values of Moran’s I tests for spatial dependence among each estimate type in
each PUMA used in Section 4, using the binary weight matrix. Other choices of the weight
matrix did not materially affect this analysis. All bin estimates are denominated in $1,000,
i.e., 5-10 denotes the bin including incomes of at least $5,000 but below $10,000.
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G GENERATING THE SYNTHETIC POPULATION
In Section 3 we omitted the details of two important pieces of how the population is gen-
erated. First, how strata are assigned to tracts, and second, how incomes are generated for
each tract/stratum combination. We take these in turn.
G.1 Assigning strata to tracts
Algorithm 1 describes how strata are assigned to tracts. Essentially, for each tract, we
randomly select a stratum, then assign as much of that stratum as we can to the tract. If
the stratum fully fits in the tract (along with the strata already assigned to it), then the
stratum is deleted from the pool of available strata, and a new one is randomly selected to
repeat the process. If the stratum does not fit, then the stratum is returned to the pool of
available strata with its remaining population, and we move on to the next tract.
Algorithm 1 Assign strata to tracts. Assume that tract.popest is the desired population of
the tract, and that stratum.pop is initialized with the assigned population of the stratum.
0:
for all tract do
Initialize tract.pop = 0
while tract.pop < tract.popest do
Randomly select a stratum with stratum.pop > 0
Set P = MIN(stratum.pop, tract.popest - tract.pop)
Assign P members of the stratum to tract
Set target.pop + = P
Set stratum.pop − = P
end while
end for
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G.2 Generating incomes for tract/stratum combinations
Generating the incomes is more complex. For each tract/stratum combination we define a
two-component mixture of lognormal distributions, using the PUMS data as a guide. To do
this, we need several intermediate quantities. First, using the PUMS data, let mˆ denote the
sample mean of z = log(income + 1) and let sˆ denote the sample standard deviation. We
use the offset of one because there are incomes equal to zero in the dataset.
Next for each stratum, we compute the a measure of dispersion of z and a measure of how
far z tends to be away from the the PUMA mean. Let i = 1, 2, . . . , ns index observations in
stratum s, and zis denote log offset income for each of those observations, as in the previous
paragraph. Then define
Ds =
1
ns + 5
ns∑
i=1
(zis − mˆ).
This is a measure of how far the stratum tends to be from the PUMA average, regularized
toward zero since many strata have as few as one observation. Similarly, define
H2s =
ns
ns + 500
1
ns
ns∑
i=1
(zis − zs)2 + 500
ns + 500
sˆ2
where zs is the mean of zis in stratum s. This is a measure of dispersion in the stratum,
again regularized to be much closer the PUMA level dispersion. Note that we divide by ns
instead ns − 1 to avoid dividing by zero in strata with only one member.
Finally, we need a tract-level and a stratum-level covariate to use these quantities with.
For a tract r, let distr denote the average distance of tract r from the center of the bounding
box containing the PUMA, and let sdistr = (distr − mean(dist1:R))/sd(dist1:R) denote the
scaled distance from the center for r. Next let ws denote the unique weight associated with
stratum s. Finally let Ws = (logws − mean(logw1:S))/sd(logw1:S) denote the scaled log
weight for s.
Using these quantities, we need to choose the mean parameters µ1 and µ2, the standard
deviation parameters σ1 and σ2, and the mixture weight ω, all for a given tract/stratum
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combination (r, s). We use the following quantities:
ω =
1
1 + exp[0.2sdistr + 0.2 ∗Ws]
µ1 = 0.87mˆ− 0.3sdistr +Ds
µ2 = 1.05mˆ− 0.2sdistr + 1.5Ds
σ1 = exp
[
sdistr
5
− logHs
5
]
σ2 = 0.6 exp
[
sdistr
5
− logHs − log 0.6
5
]
.
We arrived at these settings through exploratory analysis until we found a population of
incomes that looked somewhat like a real income distribution. The distribution includes
natural spatial variation across tracts and variation across strata, in an attempt to mimic
the observed data.
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H EVALUATING POINT ESTIMATES
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Estimator 20th 40th 60th 80th 95th Gini
MAD PRLN 1906 2014 2093 4417 7369 0.0176
Tract-Mean 2207 1926 2020 5510 8114 0.0123
Tract-Median 2200 1915 1981 5641 9172 0.0122
Nest-Mean 3423 2530 2833 5217 8324 0.0150
Nest-Median 3593 2625 2700 5296 9132 0.0156
MAPE PRLN 3.44 2.36 1.81 2.78 3.38 4.60
Tract-Mean 4.18 2.35 1.72 3.28 3.79 3.48
Tract-Median 4.20 2.35 1.69 3.36 4.39 3.39
Nest-Mean 6.85 3.04 2.44 3.12 3.86 4.05
Nest-Median 7.19 3.15 2.32 3.18 4.21 4.17
RMSE PRLN 2203 2614 2813 5584 9998 0.0251
Tract-Mean 2591 2332 2629 7371 10550 0.0149
Tract-Median 2599 2358 2591 7493 11891 0.0152
Nest-Mean 4386 3535 3795 6574 10697 0.0199
Nest-Median 4484 3709 3693 6561 12229 0.0210
RMSPE PRLN 3.86 3.00 2.39 3.53 4.40 6.25
Tract-Mean 4.89 2.83 2.28 4.06 4.91 4.17
Tract-Median 4.96 2.88 2.22 4.17 5.67 4.07
Nest-Mean 8.88 4.14 3.21 3.76 4.84 5.10
Nest-Median 9.11 4.35 3.07 3.76 5.53 5.31
Table H.3: MAD, MAPE, RMSE, and RMSPE for several estimates of the held out quantiles
and Gini coefficient for the CO PUMA. The estimates are the PRLN estimate (PRLN), the
posterior predictive mean and median from the tract level model (Tract-Mean and Tract-
Median) and from the nested model (Nest-Mean and Nest-Median).
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Estimator 20th 40th 60th 80th 95th Gini
MAD PRLN 1270 1705 3658 8423 36108 0.066
Tract-Mean 2669 2429 3613 5740 15387 0.020
Tract-Median 2544 2363 3793 5737 14153 0.022
Nest-Mean 4026 4302 6158 7171 13119 0.017
Nest-Median 3795 4250 6095 7474 11847 0.018
MAPE PRLN 3.12 2.57 3.13 4.39 16.00 13.12
Tract-Mean 8.18 3.29 3.03 3.44 7.64 3.94
Tract-Median 7.48 3.28 3.15 3.49 6.98 4.41
Nest-Mean 12.46 5.99 5.58 4.27 6.20 3.34
Nest-Median 11.45 5.91 5.45 4.50 5.55 3.63
RMSE PRLN 1870 2474 4927 13429 48647 0.089
Tract-Mean 3545 3119 5306 7212 18034 0.025
Tract-Median 3354 3063 5634 7279 16479 0.028
Nest-Mean 5375 5471 9015 9843 15269 0.021
Nest-Median 5188 5423 9083 10023 14536 0.023
RMSPE PRLN 4.18 3.82 4.09 6.21 20.60 17.45
Tract-Mean 11.63 4.08 4.08 4.19 9.04 4.76
Tract-Median 10.62 4.17 4.25 4.38 8.20 5.36
Nest-Mean 18.88 7.66 8.79 5.80 6.85 4.18
Nest-Median 18.17 7.61 8.70 5.94 6.47 4.53
Table H.4: MAD, MAPE, RMSE, and RMSPE for several estimates of the held out quantiles
and Gini coefficient for the IL PUMA. The estimates are the PRLN estimate (PRLN), the
posterior predictive mean and median from the tract level model (Tract-Mean and Tract-
Median) and from the nested model (Nest-Mean and Nest-Median).
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Estimator 20th 40th 60th 80th 95th Gini
MAD PRLN 492 1053 2040 2981 7925 0.021
Tract-Mean 1229 1467 2173 3471 10037 0.019
Tract-Median 1128 1514 2087 3550 10062 0.020
Nest-Mean 3696 36977 3596 3789 10342 0.029
Nest-Median 3746 3678 3561 3821 9920 0.030
MAPE PRLN 2.96 2.80 3.35 3.83 5.14 4.30
Tract-Mean 6.27 3.72 3.84 4.51 6.14 3.88
Tract-Median 5.63 3.80 3.66 4.56 6.10 4.15
Nest-Mean 17.21 8.94 5.74 5.17 6.68 6.13
Nest-Median 17.14 8.89 5.81 5.15 6.09 6.37
RMSE PRLN 714 1561 2826 3867 11217 0.031
Tract-Mean 1818 2019 2840 4318 14959 0.026
Tract-Median 1609 2072 2807 4577 15089 0.028
Nest-Mean 5269 4994 5604 4906 14616 0.035
Nest-Median 5460 4967 5547 5072 14409 0.037
RMSPE PRLN 4.07 3.67 4.29 5.32 6.42 5.60
Tract-Mean 8.28 4.66 4.86 5.89 7.90 4.82
Tract-Median 7.23 4.76 5.00 6.37 7.90 5.13
Nest-Mean 22.81 11.14 7.82 7.56 8.51 7.09
Nest-Median 23.34 11.10 7.92 7.86 7.77 7.38
Table H.5: MAD, MAPE, RMSE, and RMSPE for several estimates of the held out quantiles
and Gini coefficient for the MO PUMA. The estimates are the PRLN estimate (PRLN), the
posterior predictive mean and median from the tract level model (Tract-Mean and Tract-
Median) and from the nested model (Nest-Mean and Nest-Median).
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Estimator 20th 40th 60th 80th 95th Gini
MAD PRLN 542 1100 1581 2312 6362 0.015
Tract-Mean 973 1450 1683 3161 7593 0.012
Tract-Median 1015 1381 1725 3194 7561 0.013
Nest-Mean 2033 2240 2278 3311 8919 0.017
Nest-Median 2092 2217 2287 3317 8739 0.018
MAPE PRLN 2.48 2.76 2.54 2.40 4.24 3.39
Tract-Mean 4.63 3.71 2.67 3.34 4.91 2.71
Tract-Median 4.76 3.52 2.72 3.36 4.79 2.95
Nest-Mean 8.86 5.50 3.44 3.32 5.67 3.83
Nest-Median 9.13 5.40 3.46 3.34 5.44 4.11
RMSE PRLN 739 1424 2081 3318 8187 0.021
Tract-Mean 1235 1869 2370 3893 9107 0.016
Tract-Median 1282 1869 2490 3979 9627 0.018
Nest-Mean 2815 3357 3931 4830 11353 0.026
Nest-Median 2895 3336 3938 4687 11593 0.027
RMSPE PRLN 3.37 3.50 3.26 3.31 5.48 4.63
Tract-Mean 5.95 4.80 3.60 4.01 5.71 3.54
Tract-Median 5.97 4.80 3.76 4.11 5.82 3.99
Nest-Mean 11.28 7.56 5.17 4.48 6.83 5.91
Nest-Median 11.78 7.49 5.18 4.40 6.74 6.30
Table H.6: MAD, MAPE, RMSE, and RMSPE for several estimates of the held out quantiles
and Gini coefficient for the MT PUMA. The estimates are the PRLN estimate (PRLN), the
posterior predictive mean and median from the tract level model (Tract-Mean and Tract-
Median) and from the nested model (Nest-Mean and Nest-Median).
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Estimator 20th 40th 60th 80th 95th Gini
MAD PRLN 527 479 1687 2372 6118 0.022
Tract-Mean 917 865 1850 2587 5698 0.022
Tract-Median 831 654 1642 2458 6544 0.023
Nest-Mean 1521 1120 2075 2831 5785 0.023
Nest-Median 1422 1103 1885 2673 6465 0.025
MAPE PRLN 3.96 1.86 3.87 3.38 5.55 4.42
Tract-Mean 7.52 3.60 4.21 3.73 5.13 4.27
Tract-Median 6.72 2.73 3.68 3.51 5.86 4.49
Nest-Mean 12.39 4.59 4.77 4.07 5.26 4.60
Nest-Median 11.49 4.47 4.27 3.81 5.85 4.87
RMSE PRLN 709 658 2301 3132 7868 0.039
Tract-Mean 1134 1050 2505 3208 7058 0.038
Tract-Median 1015 912 2397 3094 7901 0.039
Nest-Mean 1812 1452 2582 3501 7213 0.040
Nest-Median 1735 1418 2484 3320 7848 0.041
RMSPE PRLN 5.13 2.57 5.21 4.10 7.27 6.86
Tract-Mean 9.28 4.40 5.39 4.33 6.28 6.64
Tract-Median 8.20 3.89 5.06 4.10 6.98 6.96
Nest-Mean 14.55 5.95 5.72 4.74 6.52 7.09
Nest-Median 13.87 5.79 5.38 4.40 7.05 7.40
Table H.7: MAD, MAPE, RMSE, and RMSPE for several estimates of the held out quantiles
and Gini coefficient for the NY PUMA. The estimates are the PRLN estimate (PRLN), the
posterior predictive mean and median from the tract level model (Tract-Mean and Tract-
Median) and from the nested model (Nest-Mean and Nest-Median).
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I WAIC STANDARD ERRORS
PUMA Model 20th 40th 60th 80th 95th
CO Tract 4.43 103.78 4.77 3.48 4.03
CO Nest 15.29 46.63 9.49 3.17 4.46
IL Tract 66.42 3.67 3.88 4.72 2.41
IL Nest 161.48 13.39 69.31 10.84 1.01
MO Tract 4.82 58.66 2.45 2.72 15.95
MO Nest 19.22 358.34 7.81 3.74 14.43
MT Tract 45.31 13.26 4.20 31.15 164.31
MT Nest 76.75 52.39 9.94 82.06 209.71
NY Tract 10.57 4.64 5.71 31.02 1125.78
NY Nest 17.94 5.08 12.75 35.15 1253.44
Table I.1: WAIC SEs for each held out estimate type (larger is better), computed across
tracts, corresponding to the WAICs in Table 5. SEs tend to be high for the 95th percentile
because many tracts do not have an estimate for that percentile available.
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CO IL MO MT NY
Estimate Nest Tract Nest Tract Nest Tract Nest Tract Nest Tract
0–5 3.02 2.86 4.01 3.17 4.70 3.75 4.46 4.23 2.27 1.92
10–15 3.06 2.90 4.87 4.67 3.92 3.44 12.02 4.11 1.66 1.49
100–150 1.60 0.80 10.86 1.67 3.00 2.17 27.20 1.88 1.83 1.63
15–20 3.21 2.69 4.98 4.77 3.07 2.33 8.77 2.55 2.38 1.06
150–200 2.58 1.03 8.91 2.69 5.98 4.01 11.59 3.43 2.35 2.41
20–25 4.37 3.86 4.99 4.77 2.82 2.64 6.26 2.01 1.47 1.31
200–Up 2.99 1.85 5.28 1.97 3.29 2.97 10.69 3.65 2.40 2.39
25–35 3.12 2.54 3.37 3.23 1.40 1.29 32.20 1.63 1.50 1.27
35–50 3.02 1.51 2.83 2.69 2.79 1.30 7.25 1.65 0.89 0.74
5–10 2.91 2.74 5.19 4.63 4.01 3.35 5.30 4.42 2.44 1.43
50–75 1.77 1.13 2.59 1.37 3.42 0.99 39.99 1.50 0.92 0.65
75–100 10.11 1.03 5.44 1.55 5.08 2.01 43.72 1.67 1.41 1.24
Mean 1.54 1.74 3.33 4.13 2.69 2.30 2.57 2.59 1.78 1.87
Median 1.85 1.60 12.73 2.97 6.04 2.31 58.58 2.70 2.01 1.76
Table I.2: WAIC SEs for each estimate type included in the model (larger is better), com-
puted across tracts, corresponding to the WAICs in Table 6.
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J COMPARING TRACT AND PUMA DISTRIBU-
TIONS
There are two possible ways to center the tract-level distributions on the PUMA level dis-
tribution. The first is directly, so that the tract-level distributions must be similar to the
PUMA level distribution so that a hierarchical structure can be applied. The second is
indirectly. The PUMS observations are divided in strata based on their sample weights –
each stratum contains every PUMS observations with a particular sample weight. So two
models can be conceived: a tract-level hierarchical model using the tract-level estimates,
and a stratum-level hierarchical model using the stratum-level observations. Then these
two models can be combined by assuming that the hierarchical distribution for the tracts is
the same as the hierarchical distribution for the strata. So this requires that the “average”
tract-level distribution and the “average” stratum-level distribution be similar.
Figures J.4–J.8 compare three CDFs, computed for each PUMA. First is the empirical
CDF for the PUMA using the PUMS and taking into account the weights. Second, for all
strata in the PUMS with at least 17 observations, we constructed a stratum-level empiri-
cal CDF. Then an “average” stratum-level CDF was constructed using a Loess smoother.
Finally, the bin estimates and median estimate implicitly define estimates of points along
the CDF for each tract. The estimates were smoothed using a Loess smoother to create an
“average” tract-level CDF.
In order for centering the tract-level distributions on a PUMA level distribution in some
way to work, the center of the tract-level distributions should be close to the desired PUMA
level distribution. In these figures we see that this does not hold. The average tract-level CDF
is consistently larger than the PUMA level CDF and the average stratum level CDF. This
indicates that the average tract puts more mass on the lower end of the income distribution
than exists at the PUMA level or at the average of the stratum level. The main exception
is the NY PUMA, where the tract-level distributions and the PUMA level distribution are
quite similar.
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Figure J.4: CO PUMA CDFs.
Figure J.5: IL PUMA CDFs.
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Figure J.6: MO PUMA CDFs.
Figure J.7: MT PUMA CDFs.
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Figure J.8: NY PUMA CDFs.
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